Wario and co Media Presents;
Starring: Wario-Ware-Man and his siblings Warrio, VARIO, and Maya the Bee, in:
Wario bros' & Maya the Bee! (Translation begun on: 29/11/2017 21:45| Finished in: 06/12/2017 22:27)
Series 1, Episode 1: The Treasure of the Temple
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: It sure is an peaceful and quiet morning in Wario Island, and all DumbCrows and treelogs are outside and either sunbathing in their garden or swimming in their own sweat.
Wario-Ware-Man on the other hand is sitting inside his house watching TV, with his other brothers chasing
Warionoses outside... Uhm, yeah. Almost forgot to tell you readers that I, Wario-Ware-Man are doing all
the storytelling in this new series, because Wario is now seeking to do something else. This series will also
be a little different compared to The Wario Show. Either way, I hope you guys will find this new series just
as interesting (or not) like The Wario Show was, even if things won't be feeling exactly the same without
Wario... or is it the other way around? By the way, did I just say "without Wario"??
Wario-Ware-Man: *Yaawn!* Naw, there's nothing sensible to watch on TV today. The only thing I'm
waiting for to air is "Fatso-News", which according to this newspaper will be airing... in about 5 hours.
--After waiting exactly 5 hours-Wario-Ware-Man: Aw come on, I've been waiting FIVE hours now for the programme to start airing!
Perhaps this useless newspaper is lying about the time slots? Perhaps in 15 minutes or more maybe...?
--After 15 minutes have passed-Wario-Ware-Man: *sigh* Alright. It seems "Fatso-News" ain't gonna air on the TV today at all... what does
the newspaper say? *starts reading the paper* Ok, no news for today it seems. How disappointing, I was so
looking forward to find out what happens around the world today.
*Warrio comes in*
Wario-Ware-Man: Well hello Warrio. Grown tired of chasing Warionoses already?
Warrio: Naa.. more like thirsty for water. I'll go get myself something to drink in the kitchen.
Wario-Ware-Man: Sure, go ahead. I'll be sitting on the couch here reading the paper, because "FatsoNews" won't be airing on TV today.
Warrio: Really? Now that stinks!
Wario-Ware-Man: Yeah yeah, at least we have our old beloved newspaper to rely on if one wants to get a
taste of all the new stuff going on in this world.
Warrio: True, Wario-Ware-Man.
Wario-Ware-Man: Alright, let's see what they're saying here... *unfolds the news and starts reading*
hmm... Oh crikey, they say on the weather panel here that it's gonna be heavy raining today!
Warrio: Erm... I think the rain's already started Wario-Ware-Man. Look out the window to see it for
yourself!
Wario-Ware-Man: *Looks out the window behind the couch, and gets to see quite a rainstorm outside.*
*sigh*... what a bad luck with the weather! I was about to suggest that we get outside and drive off to
somewhere nice while the sun was still shining...
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*The doorbell rings*
Warrio: The doorbell is shouting at us Wario-Ware-Man!
Wario-Ware-Man: Well, go and open the door then.
Warrio: I would, but right now I'm busy cleaning my parrot's cage, as you can see. *starts messing with the
litter in the parrot's cage with a tiny kitty spade*
Wario-Ware-Man: Sigh... Alright, I'll open the door then. *gets up from the couch and is about to open the
door to their house, but finds himself splashed by a whole pool of water as soon as the door is opened*
VARIO, completely wet: Hey there big brother. Say, why are you lying on the floor like a dead fish??
Wario-Ware-Man, who is lying down completely drenched: What do you think it looks like? I've just been
drenched by a goddamn deluge as soon the door was opened! *gets up on his feet again*
VARIO: Oh, sorry about it.. Maybe I'l just go in now before even more water gets in. *goes inside and
closes the door* My garlic, what a weather it is outside today!
Wario-Ware-Man: Yep. Very unfortunate there I have to say, because I was about to suggest we'd all go
outside and do something.
Warrio: Exactly. Who knows for how much longer this rain will last...
Wario-Ware-Man: Maybe it'll rain through the whole day, unless a weather miracle happens.
VARIO: *Have just put on himself new clothes* So, anything good on the news today Wario-Ware-Man?
Wario-Ware-Man: Nothing good WHAT SO EVER! There hasn't even been any news on the TV by the
way, so I guess we haven't been missing out on anything important.
VARIO: Ah, ok...
*The doorbell rings again*
Wario-Ware-Man: What the... I've only just made myself comfy in the couch! Alright alright, I'll go and get
the door then, for the second time. *gets up and goes to get the door, but hops away from the door a bit as
he opens it to avoid getting an splash of water over him* Phew... managed to prevent myself from being
splashed a second time! Ok, who is it now? An shovelwares seller? The greedy corporates, or what??
Maya: But Wario-Ware-Man. It's me, Maya! *pulls down the hood on her raincoat*
Wario-Ware-Man: Ah, if it isn't the little bee girl. Been outside experiencing the heavy rainweather too?
Maya: Well, I've just arrived on your doorstep to see how you guys are doing. And talk about a very rainy
day! It almost feels like the deluge has arrived in town.
Wario-Ware-Man: I know, I know. It's best that you step inside and dry up in the heat.
Maya: Alright. But first I've got to empty out my umbrella. *unfolds her umbrella, and suddenly a whole
flood of water comes out of it, splashing Wario-Ware-Man into a wall*
Warrio: Hah, Talk about an umbrella that can store all the water from the vanern!
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Wario-Ware-Man: Ha ha, very funny Warrio. *gets up again, completely drenched*
Maya: Sorry about that Wario-Ware-Man. My umbrella was so full with water that I just had to empty it. I
hope you didn't get too drenched, heh heh...
Wario-Ware-Man: No worries, Maya. Just a bit devastated to be splashed in the face a second time.
Maya: So, what are you guys doing? *sätter sig ner i Wariobrödernas soffa*
Warrio: Well... Not much really. I and VARIO was out chasing Warionoses earlier this morning... Until this
terrible weather came and ruined everything.
Wario-Ware-Man: Before this rain came I was thinking about me and my siblings getting on our WarioBikes and drive off to somewhere, you know, to just have something to do.
Maya: Aw, you don't always need sunshine on your travels all the time you know. By the way, I read the
paper that landed outside my doorstep this morning, and I found an article about an newly discovered
treasure. *Pulls out the paper from her pocket and gives it to Wario-Ware-Man* Apologies if the paper is a
bit wet, but you've got the weather outside to blame for that.
Wario-Ware-Man: Sure. Let's see this article then... *starts reading the paper* Hm... "according to an old
man with a beard and twirly goggles there seems to be an legendary treasure buried deep inside an ancient
temple somewhere in Wario Island. What kind of treasure it's rumored to be has not been made clear,
because the man we interviewed yesterday has never returned again. Other treasure hunters have made
attempts to explore the insides of the temple, but even them just disappeared. It seems that this treasure
will forever remain hidden from all coming generations..." Hm... boys, I think I sense something here.
Warrio: What Wario-Ware-Man?
Wario-Ware-Man: I'm just getting to the point... What do you guys say about going out on a treasure hunt?
Warrio: A treasure hunt you say?
Wario-Ware-Man: Yeah. I'll just go over to Wario and ask him first before we head off...
Maya: Uhm... You DO know that Wario's no longer around here, right?
Wario-Ware-Man: *Remains silent for a moment* Oh, of course. Thanks for reminding me, Maya.
VARIO: Will we be heading off right now?
Wario-Ware-Man: It might be better to do it now than later, or else it'll never happen. Come on guys, time
to get up on our Wario-Bikes and drive off into the free landscape!
Warrio: On our way Wario-Ware-Man!
VARIO: And before anyone of you asks... yes, I'm coming!
Warrio: Um... I wasn't even thinking about asking you that, but... ah, whatever... *heads into their bedroom
to prepare his backpack.*
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: After reading an article Maya found in her newspaper, the Wario bro's get
themselves ready for a trip for riches. A little while later we see them all outside with their Wario-Bikes.
Maya seems to have bought herself her own bike now as well, with a little flower motif on the front.
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Wario-Ware-Man: Alright. You all got everything you need?
Warrio: My backpack is ready to go.
Maya: Mine too. What do you guys think about my new bike besides me? Looks fancy, doesn't it?
Wario-Ware-Man: I think your bike looks pretty awesome, Maya! *pauses for a moment* ... I wonder
what's taking VARIO so long...
VARIO: *comes out with a bottle of fruit juice in his hand* Sorry for the delay. I just wanted to get a bottle
of fruit juice ready before we head off.
Warrio: *Sigh...* As I suspected. You just cannot be without that juice of your's any time soon, right?
VARIO: So what? I think it's a good and refreshing drink. Pepsi, Coca-Cola, and all that other crap I think
can go and jump down the river.
Wario-Ware-Man: Yeah yeah. What matters is that the each of us has got the stuff we need during our trip.
Warrio: Agreed.
Wario-Ware-Man: Alright. Let's start the bikes and head out towards the world!
Berättar Wario-Ware-Man: Vroom, Vroom, and our friends is heading out on a trip in the rainy weather.
After an hour they're now out of town, continuing their journey to the temple.
Wario-Ware-Man: Sure is gonna be very exciting treasure hunt today, right boys?
VARIO: Exactly!
Warrio: Well, the day would've been more fun if the rain wasn't coming down on us all the time on our
way to that temple...
Wario-Ware-Man: Yeah yeah. Nothing we can do about I'm afraid. *Stops his bike in front of a sign, with
the others doing the same thing* Hm... The sign shows two different ways. Which way should we take?
Maya: What about we turn to the left?
Warrio: Hm... Even I can't decide on which way to take. I think we should follow Maya's suggestion.
Wario-Ware-Man: Alright, left it is then.
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: They turn left and continue on. After a few kilometres or so Maya and the
Wario bros are finally out in the green, where the temple is said to be.
Wario-Ware-Man: Oaah... Smell that fresh air boys... in the rain, I know.
Warrio: Whatever, our main goal right now is to find that temple thingy and rob it of its riches.
Maya: I hope so as well! *gets off her bike and goes to where the Wario bros are standing* Hm... I have to
admit it looks quite beautiful around here.
Warrio: Naa, we don't have time for admiring the nature now, do we?
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VARIO: It depends... What do you guys think?
Wario-Ware-Man: Well... Like Warrio said we don't have the time to admire things around here, so I think
we'd better head off to find that temple... wherever it could be... *Takes a look behind him and notices that
Warrio's not there* Uhm... Wasn't Warrio behind me earlier?
VARIO: Guess again... *points towards an little spot on the grassy field where Warrio wanders around
trying to take photos of an Warionose*
Wario-Ware-Man: Oh great... Didn't Warrio just say that we absolutely had no time to waste on admiring
the nature??
VARIO: *has his eyes on Maya, who is about to take off her raincoat* Erm... Maya, you... you're not going
to take it off now?? I mean, it's still raining!
Maya: Well... just feeling too hot, that's all.
VARIO: But, there's no sun on the sky now?! ... *looks up towards the sky to see that the rain has just
stopped with the sun peeking out from the clouds* Oh, so the rain's stopped now... Um... never mind.
Wario-Ware-Man: Hm, maybe I should take mine off as well... *is looking to the right where the others are
while taking off his raincoat* What the...? Sorry for pointing it out Maya, but since WHEN did you start
wearing a skirt??
Maya: A couple days ago. Is there any problem with that?
Wario-Ware-Man: Naaw... not at all. It just surprised me a little. I really didn't expect to see you wearing a
skirt today.
Maya: Oh, ok. Anyway, I think it suits me nicely, especially with the blue color. *starts twirling around
with her left leg and her arms out*
Wario-Ware-Man: Well. Excuse me for saying this, but the blue palette on your skirt nearly matches that of
Minnie Mouse!
Maya: Hunh? *looks down on her skirt and starts to think* Hm, you're kinda right there Wario-Ware-Man.
Wario-Ware-Man: But, surely it's just a coincidence, an I right?
Maya: Maybe, maybe not. What Minnie's opinion on this would be... we'll likely find it out when we get to
meet her someday.
Wario-Ware-Man: That will say... if we ever would get the chance to. *sees Warrio returning, covered with
slimy goober* Hah, so the Wario-nose-photographic-expert returns. Did you get any decent photos of it?
Warrio: Nothing that I'm much proud of. When I attempted to take a photo of it it just turned its back at
me. As if that wasn't enough, for some reason it just HAD to sneeze on me right in the face, and look at me
now!
Wario-Ware-Man: Yep, you look pretty disgusting with all that gunk over your body. If it hadn't stopped
raining by now. you could of have had a nice shower, unless... *looks around and spotsa little river* On the
other hand, there's a little river down there. Why not just go down there and wash yourself clean?
Warrio: Hrm... Ah well, like I have any other choice...*goes down to the river to wash himself*
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Wario-Ware-Man: Alright. What'd ya say? Let's go find the temple after Warrio's finished washing himself
clean, right?
VARIO: Precisely. I have a feeling it could take him some time though...
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: After Warrio is finished with his bath our friends set off to find the temple
where the treasure is hidden inside. An hour later they finally stumble upon it. However, to their(at least
for the Wario brothers') frustration...
Warrio: The entrance is blocked!!
Wario-Ware-Man: I know. A bit stupid for sure, but there might be a reason for it...
Maya: Perhaps to prevent unwelcome people from getting in, or just simply prevent someone from...
Warrio: Prevent someone from robbing it off its riches?! Seriously?? What do they think we are,
graveplunders??
Wario-Ware-Man: Well... that reason could very well apply too... But don't worry about it now. We really
have to find a way into the temple..
VARIO: Hm... *sees a little button on the side of the entrance and presses it, and the door then suddenly
opens itself*
Wario-Ware-Man: What the... VARIO, h-how in the heck did you get that door to open??
VARIO: Well, I saw a button on the side of the wall, and... I pressed it just to see what would happen.
Wario-Ware-Man: Thank garlic that we have you in situations like this! ... Anyway, let's head into the
temple everyone. May the riches in there be ours!
Maya: On our way!
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: They head into the temple to do some exploring. Will they stumble upon any
riches in there, or will all go completely awry? We'll find that out later on, I suppose. After some
wandering around inside the path suddenly just ends.
Wario-Ware-Man: Hm. Pretty strange...
Maya: Yes. It all just ends here.
Warrio: As I suspected. This temple is nothing more but a bluff! Somebody's trying to fool us again.
Wario-Ware-Man: I don't think so, Warrio! There has to be another route that we can take. Come on guys,
let's go!
Maya: Wait, Wario-Ware-Man. It may look like an dead end, but behind the walls in this room there could
lie another way in.
VARIO: And there's only one way in, and it is right where we are now.
Wario-Ware-Man: Oh yeah... So, which of the walls do you guys think could be hiding the doorway?
Maya: Hm. I'll try the wall to the right.
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Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Maya presses her hand against the right wall in the room to see if it might
open, an to their surprise the wall then rises up, revealing the rest of the hallway.
Warrio: Wow, at last things finally starts to happen in here!
Wario-Ware-Man: Ok guys, let's carry on. Whatever you brothers do, do NOT, ever ever, go your own
ways. Inside of this temple could lurk lots of nasty things, and who the heck knows what would happen if
anyone of us would ever get lost!
Warrio: Alright, promise.
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: They head themselves further inside, without any kind of lunchbreaks... Ok,
apart from the fact that VARIO easily gets scared of the smallest things, especially when it's all dark.
Warrio: VARIO, will you stop getting so scared over anything that moves or makes a noise? I can't even
hear myself thinking when you do that.
VARIO: But how can I help that?? I've always been a scaredy fatso, and you commenting about it all the
time does NOT help me to relax!
Wario-Ware-Man: Can you both stop it now? That mostly means you, Warrio!
Warrio: Ok, ok. But I think I'm right in saying that VARIO is far too afraid of stuff for his own good.
Wario-Ware-Man: Um, yes... But that's something VARIO's got to deal with on his own, period. There isn't
any kind of lamps in here, because... well, you know... ancient temples weren't really built with electronic
lights pre-installed, so I guess we have to live with being scared of the dark.
Maya: *is walking with her flashlight in hand* And will you guys stop complaining behind me? I do have
a flashlight here, so we can at least see where we're going!
Wario-Ware-Man: Eem... I'm not complaining at least... but the paintings on the walls do look incredibly
horrendous.
Warrio: And strangely enough, they even look like paintings made by someone from the ancient egypt...
Wario-Ware-Man: Yep. Very weird... and quite ill-fitting for a temple like this! ... Ah well, what matters
more on my mind now is that treasure that we'll be discovering soonish.
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Our friends continue further in, looking at every corner in search for the as
of yet hidden treasure. A bit later on, the hallway then splits into three different paths.
Maya: Hm... which way to go?
Warrio: Hm...*scratches a bit on his cap* I have no idea what way it could be...
VARIO: Uhm... What about we take the left path? *points to the path to the left of them*
Wario-Ware-Man: Hm... VARIO, are you sure about it?
VARIO: I don't know... Maya?
Maya: Hm... VARIO made the suggestion, so... Maybe we should take the left path then.
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Wario-Ware-Man: Ok, to the left it is.
Warrio: *Is standing still while thinking about something, but realizes too late that the others already left*
Wha...? Hey, wait for me!!
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Warrio then tries to catch up with his friends, but the light starts fading more
and more, until he can't see anything around him anymore.
Warrio: Oh just great, there goes my only way of getting out of here... Can't even see what's left or right...
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: After a long moment of hard guessing Warrio then chooses the way that he
first can think of; straight ahead. At the same time, where our friends are walking in their own route,
completely oblivious that Warrio's now not with them.
VARIO: *is clappering his teeth*...i- i-it sure is pretty dark in here!
Wario-Ware-Man: I know. But for now the light from Maya's flashlight will have to do until we get to a
more lit place.
Maya: Well , things won't get any brighter than this, brothers. I have a feeling there's still a fairly long way
to go.
Wario-Ware-Man: Hm... I was just going to ask you for how much longer we have to walk, but... I don't
think it needs ana answer now.
Meanwhile where Warrio now is walking on his own:
Warrio: Hmpf.. This just has to be too good to be true. While you're standing around thinking to yourself,
your friends the suddenly leaves you in the dark... and no kind of lighting around either! ... *puts his hands
in his pockets and all of what he can find is a single matchbox* Is... is this the ONLY thing I've got?? ...
Alright, one can at least hope to have some light around the room while on his way.
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Warrio pulls out a stick from the match box, lits it and resumes his journey
inside the temple hallways. After walking for about a hour the hallway splits into three paths yet again:
Warrio: Aw, not three different pathways again?!! *stays put and thinks for a moment* Ah, I'll take the path
to the right then.
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Warrio takes the right path, but discovers that to the right is an pit filled with
snakes. After making his way up from the pit Warrio the decides to take the left path instead, but falls
down into yet another trap:
Warrio: Bleeh... Strangely enough, this pit doesn't seem to be filled with snakes... but Wario noses! ... On
the other hand, exactly HOW dangerous could these small creatures really be?? *steps closer to one of the
Wario noses carefully, which makes it cough up a big boulder made of booger from its nostril, landing
exactly besides Warrio's foot* Eew... how disgusting can you guys really get!? And not only does this
booger boulder thingy look pretty disgusting, it's purple!! ... hm, let's see what the big Wario-nose-book
here says... *pulls out his tiny little book about Wario noses and looks up the page about Green Wario
noses, and learns that these kind of noses are extremely dangerous, and touching their boogers can lead to
his/her body being paralyzed* Goulp... I-i suppose it might be better if I just go now...
Meanwhile, inside the route where the other guys are wandering about:
Wario-Ware-Man: Hm... sure has been pretty quiet now for a while. How's Warrio by the way?
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VARIO: Um... *looks behind him to see how Warrio is doing* Em... Wario-Ware-Man?
Wario-Ware-Man: Yes, what?
VARIO: Um... I hate to say this, but... Warrio's not with us!
Wario-Ware-Man: *turns around to see for himself* My garlic... Where has he gone off to now??
Maya: *turns herself around* What, Wario-Ware-Man?
Wario-Ware-Man: We seem to have lost Warrio.
Maya: Oh no...
VARIO: But, we can't turn back and look for him now, can we?
Wario-Ware-Man: Suppose so. We must carry on though, or something might very well happen to us when
we expect it the least. Maybe we'll bump into Warrio on the way if we're really that lucky.
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Our friends continue their journey in search for the treasure, and to also find
Warrio along the way. Back to Warrio again, he has now got out of the Wario nose filled pit and wanders
inside the path that leads forward.
Warrio: Alright. Apparantly I have to go straight forward yet again... Anyway, what matters is that we will
eventually get to that place where the treasure is hiding.
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Warrio carries on. A couple minutes later while he's in his deepest thoughts,
Warrio then bumps into something standing right in front of him, making him trip over:
Warrio: Oow, what the...? Hunh?? Well well well, if it isn't the well-known, sweet Monitor guy we've
stumbled upon here! What the heck are you doing in here?!!
The Monitor: *has just gotten back up* Shut up fatso... I'm going to steal the hidden treasure that's said to
be hidden in here somewhere. And don't tell me that you're here for the treasure as well!?
Warrio: For once you are actually right, you digital blabbertrout. But don't be so sure of you trying to get
there first!
The Monitor: Hah, the last one to get there will be grinding his teeth!! *kicks Warrio down on the floor and
sets off*
Warrio: Heey you, that wasn't very nice, was it!! Just you wait!!
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Warrio runs off to find the treasure before The Monitor does. A little while
later Warrio stops to look at his treasure compass to find out the direction he should go in. After the
compass starts pointing to the left Warrio continue on. At the same time, where our friends keep walking:
VARIO: Hm... I'm relieved to see some light coming around us the further in we get.
Maya: Yeah, me too. I don't even need my flashlight anymore now.
Wario-Ware-Man: I still wonder how things are going for Warrio. Maybe he's wandering around on his
own now, freezing cold, and perhaps even hungry, just like me...
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Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: I'm thinking the exact opposite though. Warrio's now running around in the
temple, always behind the heels of The Monitor. But he soon realizes that he needs to find a shortcut to get
to the treasure faster:
Warrio: Phew, pant... Naa, I better have got to find a shortcut... I'll take the path to the left, and from there
on we'll see where I'll end up next.
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Warrio takes the left path, hoping to find a quick shortcut. But to his dismay
he onyl finds a dead end. He pulls down the lever to the right, which makes the brick of the floor he stands
on to fall, with Warrio falling down along. At the same time, where Warrio's other siblings and Maya keep
on wandering:
VARIO: *hears some rumbling* Huh?? I hear something falling down!
Wario-Ware-Man: *looks around him* What, VARIO? I don't see anything.
Maya: Hm... *looks up and sees a big stoneblock falling down towards them* Look out guys!!
Wario-Ware-Man: Where?? *Gets flattened by the coming stoneblock*
Warrio: Waaah!! *lands on top of the block that came down on Wario-Ware-Man*
VARIO: Hello there Warrio, you're finally back! ... Where have you been?
Warrio: Don't have any time for chatting now VARIO, I must catch up with a certain monitorbastard before
he steals our loot! *runs away at top speed*
Maya: Wait Warrio! What do you mean by...
VARIO: *tries to pull Wario-Ware-Man out of the block* Too late Maya, he's already farted away... Don't
worry Wario-Ware-Man, I've almost got you out of there.
After VARIO's managed to pull Wario-Ware-Man out:
Wario-Ware-Man: Phew, thanks VARIO. Say, what was all the racket about??
Maya: Warrio has apparantly returned again, but he ran off again before I could even speak to him.
VARIO: I think he was talking about The Monitor. That's as far as I can tell anyway.
Maya: The Monitor??
Wario-Ware-Man: Afraid we can't discuss this with words right now. You'll see it for yourself when we
finally get to the treasure. Alright guys, let's get going. I think we've got a mechanical person to pluck the
parts with!
VARIO: Alright!
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Wario-Ware-Man and the other guys heads off to find the hiding place of the
treasure. The Monitor on the other hand seems to have got there first, standing to the door outside the tomb
where the treasure is hiding , trying to figure out the code to open the door.
The Monitor: He he he... that fat guy sure has been slacking by now. Maybe he gave it all up and is now
heading back outside again... now then, let's see... what can the code to the door be...
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Warrio: You're dead wrong there, you digital compost heap!!
The Monitor: Hunh...? Aha, so you came here after all! You're too late by the way, because now I'm
standing besides this door, and ALL the money in there is going to be MINE! Right fatso, shoo shoo. Off
with you! I've got some business to do here.
Warrio: Ha, We'll be two about it! I'm gonna figure the code out before you do, just so you know it!
Monitorn: Fat chance there, you big oaf!!
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: After reading the instructions written on tthe wall, Warrio and The Monitor
take turns in trying to get the code right, and the each of them has got only three attempts. Who of them do
you think are gonna win?
The Monitor: Alright then... 1... 8... 8... 3... 7... 2... *hears a beeping sound, signaling that the code entered
is incorrect* What the...
Warrio: Heh, how sad for you. Now it's my turn... 1... 4... 5... 5... 3... 7... *hears a beep* Whaat...?
The Monitor: Ah, so even you are unlucky today? Time for my second try... 0... 4... 6... 2... 8... 8...
*Beeep*
Monitorn: What the h...
Warrio: Ha-ha! There goes your second try! ... Alright, second try now... 5... 5... 9... 9... 2... 6...
*Beeep*
Warrio: Whaa...
Monitorn: And there goes your second try as well! ... My turn again. 6... 6... 6... 8... 2... 4...
*Beeep*
The Monitor: Noooo!! Come on now you @#%&!!! *suddenly gets a cage falling over him* But what...
Let me out of here stupid doorl! Let me go!!!
Warrio: Ahem, you've used up your three attempts now The Monitor, and I'm gonna leave you right where
you are. Now, if you excuse, I will be trying to open the door to the vault in there!
The Monitor: Grr... You damn bastard!!!
Warrio: You can be it yourself, considering the way you're treating us all the time... Hm, if I'll try this
combination instead... 4... 3... 2... 0... 0... 0! *hears no beeping, and sees the door to the treasure room
opening itself* Wahoo, it worked! I did it, I did it!!
Maya, who has just arrived with the other Wario bro's: What? ... Hey guys, look!!
Warrio: Tadaa!! I've opened the door to the vault guys!
VARIO: *sees the door to the vault being open* But... h-how did you do that?
Wario-Ware-Man: I guess Warrio managed to figure out the code to the door. Good job there, Warrio!
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Maya: And I can tell that this "Monitor" fella really failed with his goal, and... he seems pretty much
locked up by now, te he...
The Monitor: Oh, shut up you bee bastard!!
Maya: Ahem, I won't tolerate that tone of yours, including the way you're speaking to me!
Wario-Ware-Man: No matter. The main point is that things have been going quite well for us so far. Only
thing left to do now is get into that room and steal all the riches we could possibly carry with us!
Warrio: Alright, VARIO. Let's go in and get filthy rich!!
VARIO: Wahoo!!
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Maya and the Wario bro's head into the vault takes all the money, diamonds
and so on. They then try to find a way out of the temple. Noone of them are willing to go all the way back,
so they look around to see if any hidden routes exists.
Wario-Ware-Man: Naaw boys, there doesn't seem to be any walls in here you can push. Have any one of
you others found anything?
Warrio, with his pockets filled with coins and pearl necklaces: Nope. Nothing in here that I can spot.
VARIO, carrying an tub with coins and diamonds: I've found nothing suspicous in here so far either. *puts
the tub down and leans himsef against one of the walls in the chamber, but falls on his back when the wall
behind him starts rising up* Aoow...
Warrio: Hey, VARIO seems to have found an hidden path!
Wario-Ware-Man: About time. We better move our behinds out of this temple and get back to the world
outside again.
Warrio: Are you coming Maya? You won't keep standing around in here all day, are you??
Maya: coming guys, coming! *keeps rooting in the piles of treasure and is about to go into the tunnel, but
accidentally bumps into an lever on her way out that activates something* Oops... Ah well, nothing special
might be happening... I hope.
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: They take the secret path while carrying all their riches in each hand. A few
mintues later our friends have come a fair bit, but soonish enough something quite tragic will be happening
to them.
Wario-Ware-Man: Now this is what I call nice stuff. Not only have we been out on an nice little adventure,
we've also managed to snag some riches! We won't be going home broke today, that I can certainly tell.
Maya: *hears some rumbling, and notices that the floor behind them is starting to fall apart* Uh-oh... boys,
I think we'll better hurry out of here. The floor is falling apart!!
Wario-Ware-Man: *looks behind himself* My garlic, Maya's right! Guys, time to get out of here, quickly!!
Warrio: Aaw, just typical!!
VARIO: Hope I'll manage to bring out the tub of money in one piece!!
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Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Our friends rush to the exit as fast as they can. All the money keep falling
out of Warrio's pockets, making VARIO trip on the other guys in front of him, breaking the tub with
VARIO's loot. They try to get out despite slipping on all the coins and such scattered around.
Wario-Ware-Man: Ok, things sure has gotten quite slippy for us in here!
Warrio: *Falls down on VARIO and Maya* Oof, sorry 'bout that...
VARIO: Warrio, get your fat arse off of me!!
Maya: Kinda... agree with VARIO there! You... better get back up on your feet now, or...!!!
Warrio: *sees the floor behind them collapsing more and more, with all the riches falling down the hole*
NOOO!! My richeees!!
Maya och VARIO: *keeps hold of Warrio* No Warrio , you better not!! If you just stay here trying to pick
up all the coins again you will sooner or later just fall down!! We must get out of here now! *Starts
running with Warrio in their arms*
Warrio: B-but... what about all the money!? Don't you realize that this crap temple is stealing our riches?!!
VARIO: And do YOU even realize that all those coins and diamonds, including yourself and us, will
become just a memory if we were to get that money back?? When you fall down there, you'll no longer
exist!!
Warrio: *starts thinking* ... ok, maybe you're right. My life's far more important than a bunch of dollars...
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: They rush to the exit as fast as they possibly can. A few minutes later they
finally start to see some daylight in front of them.
Wario-Ware-Man: Hah, at last!! Just a couple more steps now, and we'll be out of here!!
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: Our friends then finally reach the exit, and make it out of the temple just in
time. Unfortunately they lost the riches on their way out. Ah well, sometimes things go pretty awful. On
their way back to their bikes the each of them talk about their time inside the temple.
Wario-Ware-Man: So, you just stood there thinking to yourself while the rest of us just moved on without
you? Apologize in that case, but why didn't you shout at us to wait?
Warrio: I know... Anyway, at least I had my own little adventure in there. Only bad thing was that I just
HAD to stumble upon that stupid Monitor guy.
VARIO: Yeah, he sure is quite of a bastard at times.
Warrio: One can only hope that he'll be forever trapped inside that temple from now on.
Wario-Ware-Man: Exactly. But even so, one just can't be completely sure about it...
Warrio: Shame we lost all that money though. We was soo close to head out of the temple in triumph with
lots of treasures in our hands!
Wario-Ware-Man: Yeah, precisely. Ah well, shit happens. Let's just be glad that we're still alive.
VARIO: Agreed, Wario-Ware-Man.
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Later, at the place where our friends parked their bikes earlier in the day:
Wario-Ware-Man: Alright, we made it back here. Ready to return home once again...
VARIO: Uhm, Maya, what's that stuff you're wearing now??
Maya: Oh, these are the things I managed to snag myself from the temple. *shows the accessoaries she's
put herself on for the others*
Wario-Ware-Man: Let us see... *takes a look at Maya's collection, and is stunned over sight* You, y-you
were carrying those things in your pockets while on our way out of the temple all the time?!!
Warrio: So, these are the following things: a pearl necklace, a pair of silver lady's shoes, a diamond ring,
and a tiara? Do you plan on sharing these treasures with us maybe?
Maya: Hm... No, I think I'll be keeping them to myself! Besides, they fit quite perfectly on me. I'll be
wearing these things on me on more than just a few occasions!
Warrio: Hmpf... So all those things are gonna be yours to wear and adore?! Nothing for us??
Wario-Ware-Man: Afraid so. For me it doesn't really matter though. We may have lost our fortune, but the
one thing we brothers have got left is each other, and that's the most important thing, right?
Maya: Wise words there. Anyway, I have got something for you guys too!
Wario-Ware-Man: Oh really?! Now that's something else. What is it? a diamond? Ruby? Emerald??
Maya: Um... None of that I'm afraid. What else I deciced to steal was three golden coins, just in case things
would go wrong. *gives the coins to the each of the Wario bro's*
Warrio: Only three golden coins!?
Wario-Ware-Man: Yep, seem just like that... but it'll have to do, I think. At least we should be thanking
Maya for these!
Warrio: Ah, ok then... Three golden coins are better than nothing I suppose.
Wario-Ware-Man: Alright, let's head back home now.
VARIO: I can barely wait to fix myself a glass of raspberry juice and a bowl of med cinnamon buns after
we get back home!
Warrio: *Sigh* ... VARIO and his damn, ever-so-needed juice...
Storyteller Wario-Ware-Man: And after a very hectic end during their adventure, our friends then drive
back home again. The Wario bro's was quite unlucky this time though. They lost all their fortunes on their
way out, but at least they can console themselves with three golden coins given to them by Maya. Maya
though seems quite happy about her find, especially the tiara she now wears on her head. And here ends
the first episode of this series. There will be more episodes coming though, so this won't be the last you'll
be seeing of this series in the future.
The End...
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